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Introduction
 Signed partnership between Department of Basic
Education and DataFirst in 2013 paves the way (one
hopes) for data sharing beyond the current Snap data.
 Work presented here is Stellenbosch work done within
ambit of Presidency’s ‘PSPPD II’ (Programme to Support
Pro-poor Policy Development). Also some work done for
DBE to understand recent enrolment increases.
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 Stata spatial analysis innovations of the last few years
(some of it by South Africans1) benefitted the work
presented here.

1

Brophy, Daniels and Musundwa, 2014.
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Why official data are not shared or utilised
 Poor state of data packaging and metadata preparation.
Before one even turns to political factors, this technical
factor remains a hurdle. One cannot share data that are
not ‘stand-alone’.
 ‘Research-policy nexus’ problems2. Government people
have often accused researchers of not producing policyrelevant research (or even understanding policy).
Researchers accuse policymakers of allowing ideology to
trump evidence.
2

Bailey, 2010.
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 Government fears of politically expedient research. There
are some grounds for this (2008 debacle around the
‘drop-out problem’3).
 Government attempts to stifle legitimate criticism. This
perhaps starts with criticism around the state of the data.
Here short-sightedness can be dangerous, even from a
government perspective. Void left by a lack of data-driven
research gets filled by anecdote, speculation.

3

Crouch, 2005.
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Education data and demographics
 Official demographic statistics are fraught with problems.
4
There is in fact not much research into this problem .
 UN Population Division manuals seem to be completely
silent on opportunities offered by comparisons of
household and school data. The latter are collected more
regularly, more extensively, sometimes more rigorously.

4

For attempts to deal with this matter, see Jerven (2013), Dorrington (2013), Gustafsson (2012).
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 A 1951 handbook issued by the United States census
office includes a section on how school data were
regularly used in the calculation of population and
migration statistics within the United States5.

5

Jaffe, 1951: 223.
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Unexpected enrolment increases starting 2011
 The grade-specific enrolment patterns over several years
raise some important questions.
Source: Snap Survey
data available through
DataFirst portal. Public
and independent ordinary
schools included.
Declines in e.g. Grade 1
enrolment up to 2009
have been explained to a
large degree.
What is puzzling is the
over 10% increase in the
sizes of the grade cohorts
starting 2011.
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 One publicly available dataset that suggests birth cohorts
have grown is Stats SA’s birth registrations data
Clearly completeness has
been improving over time.
But have we
approximated
completeness (±1998?)?
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A correctly aged child
entering Grade 1 in 2011
would have been born in
2004.
Adjusted curve uses
trends in late registration,
trends which are
improving over time, to
estimate actual births.
Noteworthy is also the
fact that age cohorts
implied by official
population estimates are
around 7% higher than
the birth figures.
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 It’s difficult to draw firm conclusions from the above
information. Many questions:
 In enrolment data: Fraudulent over-reporting? Surge in
presence of age-incorrect entry into Grade 1?
Ballooning grade repetition?
 In birth registrations data: Erratic under-reporting?
 What does seem to offer conclusiveness is the fact that
enrolment by age numbers from the Annual Survey of
Schools are highly consistent with the birth cohort
increases suggested by the birth registrations data.
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 If post-2005 birth cohorts are truly around 10% larger
than pre-2003 cohorts, this has large implications for
undertanding recent trends and service delivery
challenges.
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Mapping 1999-2013 population gains and losses
 Pictures of population or enrolment density, and change
of this over time, are difficult to obtain below the
municipality level.
 Municipality-level chloropleth maps were done, as were
‘honeycomb cell’ or tesselation maps.
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Density of school enrolment in 1999 and 2013
Learners per square kilometre 1999
(30,2000]
(10,30]
(2,10]
(.5,2]
[0,.5]
No data

Learners per square kilometre 2013
(30,2000]
(10,30]
(2,10]
(.5,2]
[0,.5]
No data

Around 2,900 cells, each around 18 km across, 25,000 schools.
It is key to take into account the fact that cells at different
latitudes have slightly different areas.
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Change in density of Grade 2 enrolment 1999-2013
Change in Grade 2 learner density 1999-2013
(2,20]
(1,2]
(.5,1]
(.2,.5]
(-.2,.2]
(-.5,-.2]
[-12,-.5]
No data

It seems important to
check whether using just
linkable schools gives a
substantially different
picture. This was not the
case in the current
analysis.
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Geographical concentration of Grade 2 learners in 1999 and 2013
Concentration of Grade 2 learners 1999
50% of total

Concentration of Grade 2 learners 2013
50% of total

75% of total
Remainder

75% of total
Remainder

.

.

Using this size cell, by
2013 half of our learners
were found in 3% of
South Africa.
Area in black shrunk by
20% 1999-2013.
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Metro versus non-metro Grade 2 change 1999-2013

For placement of schools
within municipalities,
Stata command
gpsbound of Brophy et al
(2014) essential.
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Enrolment trends for individual metros

The unusual decline for
Durban 2005-2011 is also
seen if only linkable
schools are used.
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Comparison of metro population and enrolment growth 2001-2011

Similar rankings, but
enrolment growth has
lagged behind population
growth.
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An enrolment-based indicator of geographical
concentration

Slowing down since 2011 is
linked to the geographical
distribution of larger birth
cohorts.
At the 90th percentile, the
figure for all schools moved
from 3.6 to 3.4 over the
period.
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Conclusion: Further work that can be done with the
data
 Keep in mind the following limitations of the Snap data:
 A few obvious gaps, such as missing schools in a
year, missing grade in a school. But these problems
fairly limited (<1% error in the overall totals).
 Grade repetition! Best source if you want to adjust is
GHS since 2009. Availability of Annual Survey of
Schools data (ASS), which includes totals by age, will
make things easier.
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 Fraudulent over-reporting. Difficult to quantify, but my
analysis suggests between 1% and 3% inflation for the
country.
 You need to get the geo-coordinates separately from
the DBE’s website (master lists of schools by
province).
 Ideas for further (policy-oriented) analysis:
 Analysis of the ‘small school problem’. How do
different parts the country deal with the trade-off
between distance and multi-grade teaching? How is
this changing over time?
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 Detection of fraudulent over-reporting using patterns
within the data.
 Analysis of teacher supply. What is the shape and size
of the rural versus urban under-supply?
 Influence of administrative borders. How does one’s
province or education district administration influence
enrolment or pupil-teacher ratio patterns?
 Coming availability of ASS and school-level examinations
data will allow for a much broader range of topics.
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